
Rodebjer is looking for a Buyer to our dynamic team and 
fast growing company. The role is a temporary position 
with the objective to secure an On Time, In Full and 
Cost Efficient purchasing process. 

In your work, you will handle the production lead time 
planning, order placements and price negotiations of 
products, fabrics and trims. You will be communicating 
daily with our suppliers regarding the production 
progress and actively solving any occurring problems 
related to deliveries to make sure that all goods leaves 
according to set delivery schedule. Upon goods arrival, 
you handle the process in our business system, Navision, 
for deliveries and invoicing. The position includes 
various administrative assignments linked to the 
purchasing process.  

Your background:
• Documented education in business, economics  
      or equal.
• At least 1 year in a similar position.
• Mastering English fluent in speech and writing.
• Experience from working in Navision and/or Pisa   

As a person you are positive, flexible and unpretentious. 
You are able to work under pressure and withstand 
periods with high tempo yet keeping a high level of 
structure and thoroughness. You can work efficiently 
and prioritize to meet deadlines. You have an eye 
for detail as well as the capacity to overlook multiple 
collections simultaneously. Having a fondness for 
administrative work will facilitate your success in 
this role. 

Apply with your resume and cover letter to Operations 
Director Ylva Marfelt at ylva.marfelt@rodebjer.com. 
We will interview candidates continuously so please 
submit your application as soon as possible. The position 
is a 1 year coverage for maternity leave starting 
mid-June. Position is stationed at our head office on 
Östermalmsgatan 87a. 

About Rodebjer
Rodebjer was founded in New York in 1999 by native
Swede Carin Rodebjer. After being spotted on the
streets of Manhattan wearing her handmade designs,
Carin Rodebjer started selling her clothes to friends
and to stores in New York and Stockholm. Today,
Rodebjer is available in over 20 countries.

Rodebjer’s quest is to enhance personalities by
simplifying everyday clothing decisions through
relevant, timeless and versatile fashion that meet the
many needs of the modern woman. 

Signature silhouettes include slouchy suits and sets, 
drapey caftans and easy-to-wear dresses and kimonos 
— clothes that easily moves from day into night and 
from work to leisure. Rodebjer is strongly inspired 
by the human rights and feminist movements, and 
by individuals with the courage to live by their own 
rules. Carin Rodebjer has won several awards and her 
clothes continuously receive positive reviews from the 
international fashion community.
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is an extra merit. 
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